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This website uses cookies that help the website function and to help us understand how users interact with it. We use these cookies to provide you with an improved customised user-experience. Please confirm if you consent to the use of non-essential cookies on this website.

Please note that performance cookies will be set only if you accept all cookies. Learn about the cookies we use on our website.
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          We can't seem to find the page you're looking for. Try going back to the previous page or return to the homepage.
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            Our Expeditionary Walking Camp is old-school in all the best ways; light enough to accompany walking safaris in truly re...

          

        

      

                        
        
        
          
            
            Way out west, Katavi is a rugged national park where the wild just gets wilder. 

Lesser known but one of the most excit...

          

        

      

                        
        
        
          
            
            Impact at the Wheels of Change Gala in Arusha. 

A hugely successful event last Friday raising money and support for Whe...

          

        

      

                        
        
        
          
            
            Lucia is 22 years old. She joined Nomad in 2021 as part of our intern programme with The Hope Centre. Lucia had taken re...
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                Newsletter sign up

                        All the news, delivered straight to your inbox...
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            Sales

            +255 787 595908
            (8:30AM - 5:30PM TZ):

          

          
            24hr emergency:

            +255 784 208343 or
            +255 763 333383
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